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Discussant's Response to
Toward a Philosophy of Auditing
Henry P. Hill
Price Waterhouse & Co.
One of the distinguishing differences between academicians and practitioners
is illustrated in this paper. The academic oriented tends to speak in abstractions,
searching for generalizations of theory in abstract terms whereas the practitioner
tends to use concrete terms and concrete illustrations.
Our chairman was aware of this, I'm sure, when he selected the preparer
and discussant of a paper on the topic Toward a Philosophy of Auditing. The
topic lends itself to a discussion of abstracts, and Dr. Mautz has followed the
route that might be expected and has given us a paper inquiring into the theory
behind auditing. He has also done a job that someone with a long practicing
background like mine could never have done. I think, however, that what's
appropriate to inquire into is whether the presence or absence of a theory makes
any difference.
I have heard for some time the critics of the accounting profession say that
accountants have no idea what the generally accepted accounting principles are
that they so glibly refer to. Now Mautz tells us that we don't have a philosophy
in support of those examinations we, again so glibly, say we have made. There's
only one more accusation that could be made against the professional auditor,
which is, "If you don't have a philosophy for your conduct or a frame of reference
for its output, why do you bother?" However, despite the inarticulateness of
most of its practicing members, there are some members of this profession of
ours who believe the independent auditor has a useful role in society—and there
are some nonaccountants who believe it, too.
Dr. Mautz addresses himself to two questions:
1. "To whom are we responsible"?
2. "For what are we responsible"?
He then proceeds to demonstrate we don't have the answer to either. Let's take
them one at a time.
To Whom Are Auditors Responsible?
First—"To whom are we responsible?" Well, to whom is anyone responsible?
Is a policeman responsible only to his lieutenant because his lieutenant
is the primary control over his paycheck?
If an airplane crash occurs, does the crew have its responsibility defined
as "Get the passengers off the seats so their blood won't stain the upholstery which belongs to the company that pays our salary"?
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Of course not! The days of supremacy of property over people are over.
Society imposes a responsibility on its functionaries which develops as a reaction
to individual situations. Occasionally, of course, this lack of definition backfires
as in the case of my staff assistant who laid his coat down on the subway platform
and helped an injured victim lie down on it and was sued for causing him
physical injury. But, for the most part, it works.
I must say, I am somewhat disturbed by the cynical implications I draw
from the part of the paper that discusses relations with management. In the
early part of the paper, a point is made that independent auditors may have
inadvertently identified the interests of management with the interests of the
company. I used the word "cynical" to describe the implications even though
I know from the rest of the paper and from other things Mautz has written
that cynicism was never intended. Other writers have not been so charitable,
however. Some refuse to believe to this day that one or two of us really do
believe there's such a thing as a pooling of interests or that immediate recognition is the right way to record investment credit.
I am reminded of a number of dinner table conversations that took place
in my house when my sons were approaching their teens. They centered around
just what it was that Daddy did during those daylight and evening hours when
he was away from home. One friend's father drove an airliner, another owned
a print shop, another ran a company that printed school books. Well, to describe
my excuse for living, I finally settled on this: "What I do for a living is spend
my time convincing people they ought to do some things they don't want to do."
Not very illuminating to a nine-year-old, but give me a better one.
It does emphasize, however, that the mature auditor does not make the
mistake Mautz attributes to him. He does not mistake the relative positions of
management and company. This is what we mean by independence. It's what
one of yesterday's speakers was referring to when he spoke of the need for
experience.
What this adds up to is that I, for one, don't see the need for any better
definition of audit philosophy. I don't see any pressure for improvement in
defining responsibility in the terms Bob Mautz has—i.e., to management, shareholders, or the public—debates over Ultramares notwithstanding.
For What Are Auditors Responsible?
Mautz's second question is—"For what are we responsible?"—This is the
key question if we add to it "and to what extent?" It is the key question because
a major apprehension of the accounting profession stems from the potential
assessment offinancialresponsibility against independent accountants for damages
that have no relation to any deficient action of the auditor. For example:
The stockholder who sues for his losses on a highly speculative stock
when he never opened, no less read, the prospectus.
The banker who prides himself in lending on the basis of his evaluation
of the person and then wants restitution from accountants for misstated
assets.
The director who cross-claims against the accountants for misleading
financials when he himself never really asked a question about them.
The purchaser of a company who sues the accountant on the basis of
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lack of disclosure in thefinancialstatements of facts that even a neophyte
would know enough to ask about.
And you can think of others.
We have to start thinking more in terms of responsibility to people who
are truly damaged as a result of legitimate use of the financial reports within the
purpose for which they were intended; a responsibility measured in financial
exposure commensurate with the legitimate assumption of risk. For, after all,
if the legal system demands perfection, there are only three ways for accountants
to go:
1. Become gamblers, start auditing people rather than facts, take a
chance.
2. Raise the total amount of work and the fees.
3. Look for another line of work that's safer, like sandhogging.
Synthesis
Which brings me to a startling conclusion. Despite the negative tone of
these comments, I agree with Mautz. The kind of responsibility that should
be assigned to accountants "gives proper respect to the relative rights of all the
several interests in the auditor's work." That's the "Whom."
As to the "What," I wish he had looked at this proposition: "The auditor
is responsible to see that the reader is not misled if he uses the financial statements
intelligently according to the purpose for which they were intended."
As usual, after I wrote those words down, I found that G. O. May had said
it far better long before I even found myself in the accounting profession.
I cannot believe that a law is just or can long be maintained in effect
which deliberately contemplates the possibility that a purchaser may
recover from a person from whom he has not bought, in respect of a
statement which at the time of his purchase he had not read, contained
in a document which he did not then know to exist, a sum which is not
measured by injury resulting from falsity in such statement.
Using my own, less effective, prose, "The auditor is responsible to see that
the reader is not misled if he uses the financial statements intelligently according
to the purpose for which they were intended." This statement serves to focus
on underlying audit philosophy as a means to an end and to avoid what I'm
afraid is an ever-present danger in inquiries that involve confusion of means
and ends. If an inquiry devotes itself too earnestly to a goal like that contemplated
by Mautz's paper, the effort may make the philosophy the goal rather than the
means. Should we let that occur, we may someday allow our standards to be
governed by the means, i.e., the philosophy, rather than the end, that is, the
attesting offinancialstatements.
This is a very real danger. I am already convinced that some of the assistants on our staff think the objective of their toil is to prepare audit working
papers.
Some Final Comments
So much for philosophy. I should like to put forth a few specific comments
which may serve to stimulate discussion.
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1. When we explore the nature of the client relationship, we may be
helped by the fact that originally the auditor had to be a member of
the company. That is, he was not even allowed to be independent.
What better evidence have we that the starting point was responsibility to shareholders. All else is an extension.
2. The auditor's primary responsibility to his client's management is to
assist the management to perform properly its responsibility to report
to shareholders. To the extent this results in improvements in accounting procedures, etc., it falls within the audit function. Other
services may be performed by accounting firms, but just because they
are accounting firms does not make the services auditing. Whether
accounting firms should be limited to auditing is another question.
3. The primary relationship with shareholders is not confidentiality. It
is anything but. Full disclosure and confidentiality are irreconcilable.
Obviously, a selection has to be made when a conflict arises, but
there's no doubt if full and fair disclosure needed to keep financials
from being misleading is pitted against confidentiality, which has
to win.
4. Every time there is a temptation to chastise an auditor for not telling
something, ask this question: "What has it to do with the audited
financial statements?" You'll be surprised how many questions go
away. Maybe it was morally reprehensible for the Penn Central to
get into Executive Airlines. I don't need to pass that judgment, however, if I know (as Mautz points out) the fine of $70,000 is not material. The real question is whether the discontinuance of the air
transportation business portends a future change infinancialposition
and results of operations of the company. That's what the auditor
talks about and that's what the auditor's responsibility is all about.
5. Finally, let me answer this question that Mautz raises: "Does everyone have a right to an audit?" Well, my answer is that everyone has
a right to medical treatment except the guy who's trying to shoot the
doctor. There are a lot of people around whose objectives toward the
auditor are not much better. I certainly can't see any philosophy that
says they have a right to an audit.
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